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HAVE YOU EXAMINED
THIS NEW PIPE?

•

It is Stewarts and Lloyds

new High Density Polyethylene
pipe and it has many interesting
advantages.

•

Have you seen our litera-

ture? Telephone 46704 and we
shall be plea ed to send it to you.

•

We can arrange for our

Technical representative to
call on you at your convenience.

Look for this mark ~&IJ

Stewarts & Uoyds
Ireland Lid.,
East Wall Rd.,

or

it's your guarantee of quality and service.

Dublin, 3.

polyethylene
•
p1pe
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THE ARCHITECT with an eye [or
efficiency also sees in the Lynx's cleancut lines contemporary styling at its very
best.

••• All

T HE CUSTOMER is delighted to discover that such a handsome cistern also
has the most discreetly quiet and dependable mechanism she's ever encountered.

THE PLUMBER finds it easiest of all to
fit; the concealed fixing is neat and simple.

acclaim the

LYNX
MADE IN IRELAND
Shires Lynx is today's most popular cistern, for
replacements or new installations. Lynx high and
low level cisterns are made of black Duranitetough and durable, non-crazing, non-corrosive.
The Kingfisher syphon mechanism gives a powerful flush: made ofpolythene- non-corrosive, nonageing and unbreakable- it can be used in hard
or soft water areas. It conforms to BSS 1125 and
Water Works specifications. Capacities: 2, 2! and
3gallons.
EVERY GENUINF. LYNX HAS THE
NAME ENGRAVED ON THE CISTERN
11~--

Other Shires• products are the Uni-Lynx c l ose-coupled suite,
cistern fittings and the Polyfloat cold water cistern float.

Available [rom all recognised builders' providers in the Republic

S

fy

0

tftr.YOIH' ~

SHIRES (IRELAND) LIMITED, STANNAWAY DRIVE , CRUMLIN, DUBLIN
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JOHNSON

SLATER

AND

ALFRED JOHNSON & SON. LTD.
QUEENBOROUGH,
KENT.

May, 1962.

JOHN SLATER (STOKE), LTD.,
BERRY HILL,
STOKE-ON-TRENT.
11

Westwood 11

SANITARY WARE IN WHITE AND COLOUR
HOUSING,
TALS,
S
SCHOOLS,
HO PI

for
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS and FACTORIES
(Colours to match Irish foundries Ltd.)

EXHIBITORS IN THE BUILDING CENTRE, DUBLIN, SINCE ITS INCEPTION.

Agent:

C. B. SHERIDAN,
10 HERBERT PLACE,
DUBLIN.
'Phone 66283.

We are the ioremo:;t

i~sulutio n

specialists in tho country wiili

Thermal Insulation

many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-loss problem, discuss
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and
without obligation.

Sole agents and stockists for:

M.A. Boylan Limited
A subslcllary or The Cape Asbestos Company Ltd ..

50a Harcourt Street, Dublin.
.relephone: 52397, 54485 and 51787

' Rocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
Mattresses (wire-mesh- backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of plastic materials
and hard-setting comJ;ositions.

One
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PANEL RADIATORS
are jig-welded
to eliminate lateral distortion
combine durability
with elegant simplicity of design
Especially

suitabl~

for closed circuit systems of home heating, PAULOMATIC Radiators are pressed from

high quality zinc-coated steel- to provide a rust-free surface and are jig-welded- for freedom from lateral
distortion.

Each PAULOMATIC Radiator is safety ested under water at an air pressure of 40 lbs. per sq.

in., and before leaving our factory is given a coat of non-metallic primer for subsequent painting to suit
individual colour schemes.
cost of 1/6 per sq. ft.

To meet special requirements we can stove-enamel in various colours at an extra

PAULOMATIC Radiators are available in straight panels in standard heights of

15", 18", 24" and 30" and lengths from 15" to 92f'. Longer sections can be supplied to order.

To meet

customers• specifications, PA ULOMATIC Radiators can also be supplied to order, in curved, angled and
double or triple banked sections. Radiator covers, prime coated or stove-enamelled (complete with sealing
strip) are available- also adjustable brackets for top, side and bottom.
Two
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•

If your heating problem Is a

or double or triple banked
to give maximum heat where
space Is at a premium.

llghthous ~ or only a simple
semi-circular bay window, the
curved model Is the answer.

The Paul towel-rail Is simple
to fit and Is f unctional without being unsightly.

Stocks held by our agents:

G.

F.

MORLEY

LIMITED

45, QUINN'S LANE, FITZWILLIAM SQ., DUBLIN.
Telephone 66949.

W. H. PAUL LTD.· BREASTON ·DERBY· TEL. DRAYCOIT 581/2/3
London Showroom: 7 Royal Arcade, Old Bond Street, London, W.l.

Tel. GR03394.
Three
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. .. for CENTRAL HE A.TING
he cannot boy better
than the

SICiMUND THERMOPAK or
SILENTFLO
and the prices are very competitive. Why not buy the best at practically
no extra cost ?
SPECIAL FEATURES:
e Super Silent and self-lubricating. e Being glandless, is ~e from
leaks and needs absolutely no attention whilst operating. e Special
silicon-impregnated winding- no starter protection needed. e Precisionground sleeve bearings- for long life.

Fully guaranteed and

PR•I CES AND ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON APPLICATION.

complete after sales
service
our

available
own

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM THE SOLE AGENTS FOR REPUBLIC
OF IRELAND:

by

technical

MONSELL, MITCHELL & CO. LTD.

engineers.

Phone 76282

67-73 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN 2.

'------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

- 0- -i s designed for the two to t-hree bed roomed house
or bungalow. It incorporates a 30 gallon copper
hot water .indirect cylinder and .a large ~ore finned
centrtfugal
tw1n
fans
tube heatmg element w1th
thus providing in one compa ct casing a unique
source of Warm Air Central Heating and domestic
hot water supply.
Connects to any solid fuel, oil or gas boiler of
required size.

WARMFL

central heating

a product of

I

craftsmanship
Biddle craftsmanship has for many years
guaranteed top quality products. This quality
is maintained by highly skilled craftsmen,
whose comprehensive knowledge and experience of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning fields, makes Biddle equipment the
finest in the world.
~~W',0vHf}.Vh:V$$w,,

VIIVI'lW/?fithVP1?57.

~VII?.' r.~

F. H. Biddle Limited
British Trane Co. Ltd. (Manufacturing Division)

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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I

Literature about. WARMFLO can be obtained from:

~~~:~:,r~~1~svenor Street,

-·

Tel: HYDe Park 0532
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No.2.

Vol. 2.

The only publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman p 1 u m b e r
and contractor, the
heating,
ventilation
and insulation engineer and contractor,
the electrical
contractor,
sup p 1 i e r,
manufacturer
and
wholesaler of fittinp
and equipment for the
trades.

Trade Topics, the column that keeps you in touch, starts page

6

The welding of copper pipelines by the oxy-acetylene process is John G. Bolton's
heading this month

8

Joints and fittings for sheet copper and aluminium is taken for discussion by A. L.
Townsend, M.R.P., M.R.S.H.

•

15
23

Thomas Ileiton and Co. Ltd. stage central heating exhibition
SPECIAL SURVEY-Pipes, tubes, joints and fittings, 11.

Published monthly by
Irish Trade & Technical
Publications.
Annual subscription,
21 I -, post free. Single
copies, 119, post free .

Due to heavy demands on space this month, our regular "Questions Answered"
feature has been held over.-Ed.

•
Editorial and advertising offices:
Callaghan Chambera,
13 I 15 Dame Street,
Dublin, 2. Tel.: 56466.
and 133 Royal Avenue,
Belfast.
Tel.: Belfast 22'796.
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A remarkable,
association this
-Minister
T".E

Association was remarkable
m the Irish industrial field, and
one which gave much promise of
the ability of Irish industry to adapt
itself to meet the challenge of the
times in which .they lived, said Mr .
Lynch, Minister for Industry and
Commerce, at the annual dinner of
the Irish Welding Association in the
Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin, last month .
The Association, he said, was remarkable for the fact that it was a
non-profit making body based principally on the initiative and cooperation of private enterprise firms,
who were largely competitive with
one another, for the general improvement of standards in the process
of welding.

Mr. W. Dresser,
M.C.,
M.I.
Mech.E., past-chairman, said that no
country like Ireland could afford to
lag behind in the use and development
of welding.
Mr. J. D . Barry, chairman of the
Association, presided, and the other
speakers were: Messrs. B. G. Cantwell, M . F. McCourt (president,
Federation of Irish Industries), T .
A. Simington (president, Institution of
Civil Engineers), and S. J. McGloughlin, B.E.

TRADE

TOPICS
Ruston, Hornsby
at Show
THE LINCOLN .firm of Ruston
& Hornsby Ltd. have participated for
about forty years in the Spring Show
and this year they exhibited air
cooled engines from their most modern and extensive range available and
also the lighest 2t litre diesel engine.
This latter unit, the Ruston Rover,
attra10ted much attention and :this
versatile unit can power most types
of contractors' plant.
Air cooled
diesel engines with a range of power
from 4 B.H.P. to 520 B.H.P. are
available from Rustons and their
associ·ates, Davey Paxman & Co. Ltd .
of Colchester.

***

Cape insulated

lain Johnston Duncan (38), a native of Kuala Lumpur in the Federation of Malaya, has been appointed
Domestic Heating and Agricultural
Manager with Irish Shell and BP
Limited.
1Mr. Duncan joined Shell-Mex and
BP Limited in 1958 as Domestic
Fuels Superintendent.
He has taken
up his new posi,t ion with Irish Shell
and BP Limited at their Head Office
in Fleet Sfreet, Dublin.

ROCKSIL rock wool and Caposite
amosite asbestos, products of Cape
Insulation and Asbestos Products
Limited, have been used by the in lN LONDON .the lrish Week 1962
sulation contractors on board the prize in the Regent Street wind;w dis~
vessel "Antrim," owned by Avenue play competition has been won by
Shipping.
Mrs. E. Watson, of the Leisure
Irish agent for Cape Insulation is Kitchen Showroom.
Her prize is a
M. A. Boylan Limited , 50a Harcourt week's holiday, with car, for two in
Ireland .
Street, Dublin.

***

Twin pump from Loewe F/ygt
Pictured here is the Loewe Flygt
twin pump.
The Loewe Flygt arrangement consists of two vertical
volute centrifugal pumps mounted on
a common cast-iron base which incorporates the diffuse inlets and outlets for both pumps.
Either pump
can be switched into operation as
required and an automatic valve
fitted to the discharge inlet closes off
the pump casing not in use.
If it
is :required to use both pumps together the valve takes up a central
position allowing full flow and pressure to the discharge line.
The pump or motor on either side
can be dismantled for repair, over-

Six
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haul or replacement without interfering in any way with the operaNon
of the remaining unit.
This twin pump arrangement has
found wide acceptance on the continent since its introduction·
One
installation comprises a bank of 8 of
these twin pumps, making a total of
16 units. An installation of this kind
will give some idea of the flexibility
of the arrangement and the wide
range of capacities and heads to which
this type of installation lends itself.
Available from H. R. Holfield
Limited, 2-4 Merville Road, Stillorgan,
Dublin.
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TRADE

TOPICS
On double
sh·i ft
.,
At the recep tion at the Shelbourne _Hotel were (from Ieft)-Mr. T.
Massey-Lynch, Director of Henry Wtlson; Mr. George Reid, Agent
in Ireland for Henry Wil on; and Mr. E. W. Piggot, Domestic Heatin~
S upervisor, Irish Shell and BP Limited.

WILSON WALLFLAME
SHOWN IN DUBLIN

F EN EW

Wilson WaUflame oilfired domestic boiler was introduced first last month at a meeting in
Irish Shell House of Shell Appointed
Installer and, some days later, to
abo ut fifty architects at a reception in
the Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin.
At the Irish Shell House meeting,
Mr. Bunnagar, Technical Officer of
Henry Wil on & Co. Ltd., Man·u.racturers of the new burner, traced the
development of oil-fired boiler , as
applied to the domestic heating market during the Ja t decade.

Combined
Messrs. Henry Wilson, he said, had
combined the most important features
of the vapouring boiler with those of
the pressure jet and the re ult was the
new Wilson Wa llfl ame Burner.
Present at this meeting were Mr.
George Reid, Jrish Agent of Mes rs.
Henry Wil on, and Mr. E. W. Pigott,
Domestic Heating upervi or of Iri h
hell and BP Ltd.
The Shelbourne Hotel reception was
addressed by Mr. T. Massey-Lynch,
Director of Henry Wilson & o. Ltd.
Also present were Mr. J. Parce,

U .C.D. water
development

Director of the Company; Mr. F.
McArdle, Fuel Oil Manager of Irish
Shell and BP Ltd.; Mr. I. Duncan,
Domestic Heating and Agricultural
Manager, do.; Mr. E. W. Piggot,
Domestic Heating Supervi or, do. ; and
Mr. George Reid.
The Wallflame is ba ed on the advantages of one moving part--,the
sprinkler fan moving on a selflubricated ball bearing-which spreads
oil and air automatically mixed to the
ideal state for combustion right on the
wall of the boiler.
Rated output: Model WF 60, 60,000
B.t.u.'s/hr., and Model WF 90, 90,000
B.t.u.'s/hr.

JRLSH Foundries Ltd., Galboly- the
Bailieboro bath and cooper manufacturers-are working two eight-hour
shifts daily to meet th'e increased
orders from home and overseas markets.
This is the first time that the
whole company has gone on doubleshift work, although sections of the
firm previously worked three shifts
daily.

New h e ater
from Allied
TO COMPLETE the new-style
range of Agavector domestic warmair heaters, Allied Ironfounders have
now introduced redesigned and improved 15,000 and 4,000 B.t.u./hr.
models. These are designated Agavector 15 and Agavector Junior.
With the Agavector 10, another
wall-mounted unit recently introduced
with considerable success, and the
Agavector 25 (unchanged except in
designation) an exceptional series is
offered.

Instantaneous HOT
WATER from steamwithout storage
Cox Steam an d Water M ixers deli ver from
50 to 24,000 gall on per hou r.

They operate with the highest efficiency. at all pressures.
Silent efficient. compact and easy to mstall, replacing
bulky 'and costly calorifiers.
MODELS:
(1) BABY COX <!") for wash-basins, sinks. etc.
(2) JUNIOR COX 1-5 C"- 2") for process work, vats
and general purposes.
(3) SENIOR• COX (2~"- 8") for large volumes of hot
water for process hot water supplies.

**

*

NO TIME LAG - NO STORAGE - NO STEAM TRA P S

AN APPARATU has been de- NO LOS OF CONDEN ATION - NO MOVING
veloped in the Department of ChemP ART TO GO WRONG
istry, U. .D., to produce pyrogenfree water and it was now in production for a well-known Iri h pharmaceutical firm aid Mr. F. T. Riley, Dept. IP.3., 14 Park Lane, Sh~ffield, 10.
~
B.A., M. c., 'F.T.C.J., in his presiden- Tel.: 62483. Telegrams: "Heaters Sheffield"
tial addre s on " orne aspects of the \ ~;t•nts:
Purification of Water" to the In ti- Halpin & :-Iayward Ltd ., Unity Buildings, 16-17 Lower O 'Connell
tute of hemi try of Ireland, in Trinity Bedford Bu!ldings, 7 Bedford St., BELFAST. Tel. 26343.
ollege, Dublin.

~~~tu~~!~!~!~~~~!.~~
f:9;:;---
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OXY-ACETYLENE PROCESS
G. Bolton
Lecturer in Plumbing and Heating at the College of Technology,
Bolton Street, Dublin.

:COPPER pipelines are a common
feature in all modern building
projects, and in many case their inlallation accounts for a major portion
of the plumbing and heating contract. We, in the trade, are therefore deeply concerned with all the
factors which enter into their installation, particu,larly the economic
jointing of the tubes.
When light gauge copper tube first
came into general use during the
" twenties," the usual joint- in fact
the only one available- was the compression coupling. Tn the "sixties,"
however, a complete change has occurred; the coupling, although sti ll
retaining its popularity for domestic
plumbing, has
nevertheless
been
superseded on large contracts by the
use of bronze welding, or in a few
cases by autogenous welding.
This complete tu.rnabout is mainly
due to economics; for instance, when
it is considered that a 2in. traight
compression coupling costs 15/- and
a 2in. tee 30/-, the idea of welding is
well pressed home, the welded joint in
many cases costing less than half its
opposite number.
We have a tremendous advantage,
of course, in the fact that conner is
a metal that i easily jointed.lt
can be oft soldered, hard soldered,
brazed,
bronze
and
autogenous
welded, rivetted and o forth.
Tt is,
however, intended in thi series to
deal only with jointing methods adaptable to the oxy-acetylene nroce .
Tn other words, the autogenou-s welding and bronze welding method .
We will deal with autogenous welding first.

WELDING OF
COPPER LINES

to strengthen the weld.
At the present time, this type of welding on
copper tubes is not used in the trade
to any large extent, although future
developments in the Argon Arc process may alter this, and o it i
important for us to have a knowledge of the method.
The autogenous welding of copper
as di tinct from bronze welding ha
the advantage that the finished joint

is of the same material and colour
as the pipe it elf. The weld surface
can then be dressed and cleaned orr
so that the joint is invisible to the
eye. It is mainly for this reason that
copper welded joints are pecified,
although again severe corro ion problems ometimes demand that the pipeline be of the same material all
through.

continued page thirty-six

FLANGE

WELDED

BUTT

WELDED

Autogenous
welding

SADDLE

BY THIS i.

meant the actual fu ion
or meltmg of the copper pipeline at the joint, a welding rod o{ the
same material being used as a filler

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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COPPER WELDED PIPE JOINTS
FIG.~
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f'or showers: cralttre
flow ('Onlrol
are <ltHI llwrmostati('
cr tc ('011lrol ol'
the wal
mv
now con1bined in on e
eotnant,
P<ld,
c eleg
and
1
ssihl 11n i l. 1 hjs vaJ vc
is ('ailed lllc Leonard 7 '1,
and is nwuufachtred by
\Valkur Croswellcr l\:
Colllpau y Lirui tcd
Ch cJlen hluu.
MODERN

PLANT

LTD.

CRUMLIN RD., DUBLIN

For over a century the name Shanks
on sanitary fixtures has been synonymous with high quality of material and
excellence of craftsmanship.
In houses all over the world, on
the ships of the seven seas, in hospitals
and schools, in hotels and factories,
Shanks' bathroom and other sanitary
fixtures contribute greatly to the civilised
way of life.

Shanks
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
S 11 A N K S

L T D . T U U A I, W 0 R K S , B A R R Jl E A D , S C 0 T L A N D .
Dublm Representative: C. H. LOCKHART LTD., 75 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.
&
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FOR ALL PLUMBING & HEATING
CHOSEN BY CRAFTSMEN
the most efficient joints in the world

I

INSTANT OR

for copper tubing. Equally •·cliablc
for usc with pia tic pipes.

capillary fittings for mall-bore central

INDIX

heating-efficient, unobtrusive and cheaper
to install.

go underground with safety. Coneor coupling~

CONIOR
4

fYJfi'S

are zinc-free gunmctal castings spccific<~lly
chosen for use with soft copper tubing.

up-to-date range of

WARE

PLUMBERS' BRASS

is at your stockist's now. All patterns

can be supplied-polished or chromium-plated.

ADD THEM UP TO A
FIRST CLASS JOB
IT PAYS TO KEEP TO THE FYFFE LINES
Fyffe Couplings (Ireland) Ltd.
lnstantor Works, James's Street, Dublin, 8.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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PIPES,

T UBES,

AND

JOINTS

FITTINGS

NEED TO EXAMINE NEW
TRENDS IMPERATIVE
T •UBES and fitting are essential stock
items for the plumber and contractor. Not so very long ago lead
pipe and solder, and mild steel tubes
and fittings, constituted the whole
range of material in this phere. With
improved lead pipes, the development
of copper tubes, and more recently,
pia tic tube , the situation is very
different to-day. New ideas flow so
quickly through development stages
and into the trade that the situation
b~comes quite bewildering. The need
for all to examine each new material
and method of applying it, as it develop , is of paramount importance
if the trade is to become selective
with advantage.
The canvas "Tubes and Fittings"
i so broad that this survey can only
draw an outline of the trends and
leave you, the reader, to study the
variou adverts and write ofT to each
for more detailed information. This
you will find an interesting, informative and profitable exerci e.
Tt is the
only way of getting to know something more about these u.p to the
minute trends and by your knowledge
of them to elect those which may
offer practical and economic advantag ~ . in your work.
MILD <iT EL TUB , .
Apart
from minor chanfeS in dimensional
standards, M.S . tubes, both black and

galvanised, together with their established range of fittings, change very
Where robust strength is of
little.
greater consequence than appearance,
the e tubes will continue to serve well.

Co m pre ssion

AN

intecestin~

development in M.S.
fitting design is the compression
joint by Stewarts and Lloyds.
In
principle this resembles the popular
cone type of compression fitting for
light gauge copper tube.
Tn contruction, it differs only in that the
cone is of rubber suitably metal
sheated for most of its external su.r[ace and at the thick end which makes
bearing surface contact with the rotating nut oF the M.S. fitting.
The speed and economy with which
this joint can be made in comparison
with the traditional oioe thread
method will be clear. -The joint is
being widely u ed for underground
gas services.

Plastic jointing tapes for threaded
M.S. pipe joint is a new departure
from the old and mes y compo and
hemo method.
PolytetraAuoroethylene: or P.t.f.t. for short, is a pia tic
material in -!-inch wide tape form and
supplied on mall convenient roll dispensers.

The tape is applied to the pipe
thread directly from the roll or spool.
It i wound tightly around the thread
and in the direction of the thread.
No jointing paste is used. The fitting
is screwed directly on to the taped
threaded pipe end and screwed home.
The lubricating proper.ties of the
plastic tape make this screwing home
easier.
A sound, non-corrosive joint
is assured. And what is more, since
the plastic tape never "sets," the joint
is easily dismantled at any time after
it ha been made.

M.S. tubes for soil pipework is
another trend which offers scope for
a material well tried in other fields.
The advent of single stack plumbing
and the economic advantages of orefabrication of plumbing u.n-its for -this
and other systems are factors which
have given impetus .t o the use of thi
material for this service.
The submtsston of working drawing
to
speciali t manufacturers will be ufficient to obtain desiens and quotations
for dismountable pre-fabricated units
for erection as the proposed buildinl!
work proceeds.
The reduction in
site labour involved is a clear advantag3 both in time and money.
Tt
applies, of course, equally to precontinued overleaf

This special s11rvey- the tenth in a series on important aspects of
the plumbing and heating trades-has been compiled by technical
expert. A. L. Townsend, M.R.S.H., M.l.P.
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fabrication in other materials too.
LEAD PIPES are known to all, but
the economic advantages of lead pipes
in modern wall thicknesses and jointed
with u.p to date .techniques, especially
in soil and waste pipework, is perhaps not so well known as might be.
In water service work, lead and lead
alloy pipework installations show little
change from the .t raditional method.
The solder-spigot joint is, however,
a fairly recent development worthy of
consideration. Developed during the
war as a solder economy measure, this
joint for particular application where
brass or copper liners or tail pipes
have to be joined to bath or basin
waste or service tails, will show remarkable savings in costly solder.
A l-inch wiped soldered joint will
take about l pound of plumber's
solder. 40 l-inch solder spigot joints
can be made from 1 pound of tinman's solder.

Literature

THE Lead Development Association
at 34 Berkeley Square, London,
will gladly furnish, -free of
charge, illustrated literature explaining how this interesting and useful
joint should be made.
Lead pipes for soil and waste pipework, especially in branches from
more inflexible vertical stack materials such as cast-iron, etc., become
increasingly specified.
This is not
because of any sentimental attachment
for lead, the traditional material of
the trade, but in awareness of its u.seful property of malleability which
permits of some adjustment in final
fixings of sanitary a9pliances to previously erected vertical stacks.
Pre-fabrication is a modern trend.But pre-fabrication demands working
to fine dimensional tolerance . Building work generally, and for a variety
of reasons, often prevents uch desirable degree of dimensional accuracy.
A rigid pipeline material installed as
the building rises may have pan
branches, etc., inserted at the different
floor levels. But what if the finished
floor levels end up even only lin.
above or below the plumber's hoped
for or previously informed level?
His anitary aopliance ju t will not
marry up to the rigid branches and
costly alterations or unhappy makeshift alternatives are the frustrating
result.
A lead branch permit some
adjustment to suit these almost inevitable variations.
The use of lead branches allow the

W.J,
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fitting of the branch to the appliance
rather than the torturous, often disastrous straining of the fragible a opliance to rigid branches. This relief
of strain by using lead pipe is but
one of the practical advantages of
this material.
Modern Leadburning Techniques
offer considerable economy in the
jointing of lead waste and soi l oipework with no loss of traditional
quality and efficiency. A wi!)ed JOint
to a 4-in. soil pipe will absorb orne

formed much a
the technique of
working openings in lead pipe , except
that all work is done with the copper
tub- kept lo:::ally heated to dull red
heat.
This is to ensure absence of
work hardening and it ofTers no problem to the plu.mber who has an oxyacetylene welding kit. Thi kit is, of
course, essential to the bronze welding
practice and it should form an important and e entia ! part of the modern plumber's kit.
Weldable fittings may be u ed as

from previous page

•
here
The sav1ngs
are very clear
4 pounds of plumber's metal. A leadburned joint to the same pipe may
take as long to prepare and execute
as a wiped joint would but no jointing material other than a few strios
of lead will be needed. The savings
here are clear.
Leadburning
applied
in
prefabrication increases the oroductivity
and economic potential of any job.
This is clearly shown in another free
publication of the Lead Development
Association entitled " Leadwork For
Plumbers ." Ask for No. 2 of Vol.
3 in this series of booklets.
LIGHT GAUGE COPPER TUBES
for water, sanitary and gas installations are also well known.
More
plumbers and contractors are now
taking the trouble to master bronze
welding technique of jointing cooper
tubes. Such foresight will lead to
advantageous application in L.G. copper tube work. Aoart from the neatnes , relative light~es , and other useful pro9erties of copper tube, the ease
and speed with which it can be bronze
welded into prefabricated units in the
comfort and convenience of tl1e
plumber's shop for su.bsequent transoort and erection on site, makes it
adaptable ta the productive advantages of such pre-fabrication methods.
A special article on this important
trend aooear in the Soring is ue of
" opoe·r:" a free oubli"cati~n obtainable from the
o-pper Development
Association at 55 South Audley treet,
London, W.l. Tl outlines technique.
and advantages of pre-fabrication that
is quite beyond that which space permits in this survey.
Branches in copper tube may be

alternative to manually worked branches and joints for soil and waste
pipework. They are also available in
maller izes from -fin. up for u e on
water ervice oioelines.
Choice of
method, i.e ., weld~ble fittings or bossed
joint preparations will depend uoon
taste, and cost comparisons of fitting
plu labour as against the greater labour content for bossed preparations
but with no fittings cost.

Formation
·C APILLARY Jointing of L.G. Copper tube u ing 9ecially de igned
tool kits for the formation of sockets
for running joints and for the preparation of branch opening .to fine
tolerances for silver solder capillary
jointing is quite new. The technique
saves in fitting costs and eliminate
the use of zinc alloy bronze welding
rods which, in certain circum tance ,
can fail through dezincification of the
weld deposit. The tool kits designed
and made by the Allen Tool and
Engineering Company, London, are
obtainable in comolete kit to cover
all L.G. copper tu-be ize from -!in.
to 2in . Larger sizes are being developed, it is under tood.
This
method will undoubtedly show good
return where a con iderable amount
of repetitive jointing is to be carried
out.
Joints for L.G. copper tube. Apart
from the development referred to
above, joints for
maller diameter
L. . tube for water and gas services
continued paf?e fourteen
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Ease of erection and the
wide range of fittings available
m a k e ASBESTOS CEMENT

s o i I and

waste

pipes

extremely e co n o m i c

an
and

speedy method of construction .
write for details

Asbestos
ASBESTOS CEMENT LIMITED,
19 Lower Pembroke Street,
Dublin
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show little change. The fittings available fall into two ea ily recognisable
groups. These are: Compression Fittings and Solder Capillary Fittings.
Compression fittings are further subdivided into two kinds or types.
These are the non-maniplative or type
A fittings and the manipulative or type
B fittings.
Manipulative fittings are those which
require that the square cut tube end
be flared or so worked as to render
its pulling out of the fitting unlikely,
if at all possible.
Non-maniplative
fittings are those which can be assembled and tightened with none
other than merely cutting the tube end
square before its introduction into the
fitting.
Both
manipulative
and
nonmanipulative may be used in above
ground work but as a rule most water
a uthorities insist on manipulative fittings for underground pipelines. The
reason being that the flared or otherwise worked and expanded tu.be ends
do not permit joints to pull apart in
event of strain due to ground settlement, etc.
Some common forms af nonmanipulative fitting employ a copper
cone which is compressed on to the
exterior pipe wall as the fitting is made

from page twelve

TWO EASILY
RECOGNISABLE GROUPS
up.
Others use a "wedding ring "
kind o( compression ring .t o achieve
much the same end but with double
indenture of the pipe wall at the points
of contact of ring sides and exterior
tube wall.

Manipulative
soME

manipulative joint are prepared by passing the fitting nut
over the tube end (how many of us can
truthfully say that we have never
failed to do this?) and then tube is
flared with a purpose provided steel
drift. The flares are opened sufficiently to admit loose olives made from
brass and the flared tube ends are
compressed between these and the
machined interior ends of .the fitting
nuts.
Solder capillary fittings of the established soft solder kind show no
change. They differ only in that one
kind has an integral solder band, i.e.,

the " Yorkshire" fitting, and that the
others need the external application
of solder. Usually this is mo t conveniently done using one o( the nux
cored solders. Again, personal prefe:ence, cost, and perhaps appearancv
Will affect ultimate choice of fitting
from this range.
'£!ndoubtedly, the solder capillary
fittmgs are neater in appearance than
.the compression ~ttings a nd the copper cap11lary fittmgs are neater still
than the thicker brass ones.
Copper solder capillary fittings
would be desirable in underground
work where corrosive soil cond ition
might prompt electrolytic action and
in this respect it is worth noting that
compression fittings are obtainable in
gunmetal for undergr<mnd pipelines.
PLASTT TUBES become increasingly popular for sanitation and cold
water services.
continued page twenty-eight
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JOINTS,
FIXINGS
FOR
SHEET COPPER AND ALUMINIUM
AS
has already been said, there is
some sim ilarity in the working of
copper and aluminium for abutment
flashings, chimney weatherings, and
so on.
These materials are also
worked and fixed in much the same
way when applied in large area on
flat or pitched roofs.

f1xings

The fo ll owing descriptions will therefore generally apply to both metals, but
any special fixing requirements are
given earlier under the heading
"Fixings."
You should note especiall y the type of nails to be used, the
sizes of the fixing clips or cleats, and
the correct spacing for these.

Joints with flow

clea t

THE solid

secured

-/

by r ol l

or wood cored roll may
be used on flat or pitched roofs,
but it mu t be used where people are
likely to wa lk on the roof.
The
implest, ea iest to work, and therefore probably the mo t common roll
form, is the Batten Roll (see illustration).
Sometimes the wood roll are undercut slightly, but not for the same
reason as are rolls for sheet leadwork.
In the case of copper and aluminium,
the purpose of the underecut is imply
to provide an expansion
oace .
The e metals are ecured entirely by
special clips, which are fixed to the
ubstructure or beneath the rolls, and
are folded or earned in with the
sheeting joints to give an indirect but
secure fixing.
The importance of the e fixing
cannot be over-emohasized.
clip
They mu.st be the right size and
~paced properly in order to hold the e
light metals against trong winds.

completed roll
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The Standing Seam: This cou.ld
perhaps be called the " hard " metal
:version of the hollow roll used in
~heet leadwork. It may be used on
pitched roofwork, or for flats where
it will be protected from pedestrian
traffic. It is clear that its "water barrier" would be seriously reduced if
it were flattened by people trampling
on it.
It is, however, a simple, quick and
effective way of joining bay sheets
down their length, and it is a form
of joint which is very much used for
copper and aluminium roofwork.
Illustration shows the stages for
forming a standing seam joint, and
illustrates a few of the special tools
which are helpful in this work. These
are easily made with suitable piece
of timber and short lengths of bright
mild steel bar.

G)

ovucloak

Joints across flow

ALL

copper, aluminium and zinc
sheet edges should be fully secured against being lifted by the wind,
and for this reason laps are to be
avoided.
Drips are used to end joint bays
on roofs of less than 10 degrees pitch.
Our third drawing show two types
of drip which may be used. Notice
that in the first there is no free edge.
1n the second there is no vertical lap,
unlike a leadwork drio and therefore there is no need- 'for an anticapillary gap or groove.
Double Lock Welts are used to
join bays end to end on pitches of
more than 10 degrees. In all cases
where this welt is used, it mu t be
remembered that its "water barrier"
is very 1shallow.
Thi particularly
applies when the welt is used to end
joint long length
o( strip in
D.P. .'s, cornice cov,:!rings or cap
na hings.
Double lock welts are also used
either across or vertically with the
now, to join bays fixed in a vertica l
position; for example, dormer window
cheek . (See illustration).
Single Lock Welts may be used for
the jointing of vertically fixed bays,
for the short end joint to vertical
drip edge , or for joint acros the
now on roofs of 60 degree pitch or
over. (See illustration).
Pjxing clips or cleats must be
placed along all joint at J4" to 18"
centre to centre.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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to form o
drip edge it is
fir.;t necessary to turn
standing seam flat
on toshut

Standing Seam in Copper or Aluminium

Additional fixings for
sheet copper, aluminium

THE

minimum fall for a Aat roof
covered with either copper or
aluminium should be 2" in 10' 0".
The length of a bay should not be
more than 12 to 14 ft., in order that
the effects of thermal exoan ion
hould be reduced and frequent fixThe
ing po ible at the joint .
shape and dimen ion of the bay
will depend upon the hape of the
roof and the width of the cooper or
•aluminium s~rip used.
Try ~o
work the bay shape so that they can

be cut economically from standard
sized rolls or coils of metal.
Allowance mu t be made for roll
upstand , drip up lands, and earning on the 12' or I 4' bay in the nat
sheet.
The amount of material left
decide the width between the roll-;
or tanding cam , and the length of
bay between drios, or drip and drip
edge of the roof.
or example, 2' wide copper trip

continued page eighteen
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SANITARY FITTINGS
Reliable - Functional - Elegant

Detailed information is available from
our Irish representatives:
Norman Stewart Ltd.,
Central Hotel Chamben,
Dame Court, Dublin.
Telephone: Dublin 73086.

Agents in Ireland of:

FRIEDRICH GROHE ARMATURENFABRIK
GROHE THERMOSTAT GMBH
HANS GROHE KG.

Hemer/Westf.

Lahr/Schwarzw.
Schiltach/Schwarzw.

The

110•0 AUTOMATIC PRESSURE') WATER SET
has an ideal capacity range for the average household

*
*

COMPLETELY
AUTOMATIC
SELF-PRIMING PUMP
STEADY PRESSURE AT
ALL OUTLETS

The

*
*
*

NO OIL OR GREASING
LOW POWER
CONSUMPTION
ALL EQUIPMENT ON
ONE UNIT

0
0 pu1np
M 0 N 0

P U M PS L I M I T E D

(lncorpomcd in En&land)

31b CENTRAL HOTEL CHAMBERS· 7-9 DAME COURT· DUBLIN
Telephone:

DUBLIN

70843
HP309
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See illustrations opposite
might be used with batten rolls It"
high for which upstands of It" plus
a seam allowance of !" at each side
must be made. The width of the
bay, after these allowanc~~ had been
deducted, would be 21± , and the
rolls would be fixed accordingly. In
the same way the spacing of the bay
end joints would be decided.
In the case of gutter bays, there
should be not more than I 0' 0" between drips. These should be of the
square type, and should preferably be
2f' high.

Wide variety
Gutters do take a wide variety of
hape in cross section, and since some
of these shapes give stifTnes they
may be u ed in longer lengths.
Advice on gutter de igns hould be got
from a pecialist.
Dormer window cheeks and similar
triangular areas may have long free
edges at the roof abutment. lt may
be desirable to cut the bays vertically, so as to introduce the need for
a welted joint, along which additional
fixings can be inserted.
Continuous fixing strips, ometimes
called lining plates, are always close
nailed to the vertical drip edges of
a roof, cornice, or cap flashing, and
the free edge of the copper or aluminium sheet is single welted round
these.

Fine concrete
Fixings to concrete substructures.
- These may be fishtailed cleats embedded in the fine concrete creed
which is laid over the flat tructural
roof slab, and trowelled mooth and
to falls.
Alternatively, dovetailed
batten might be embedded in the
urface creed and clios fixed to these
just a they are for ordinary timber
dec!Qings.
Illu.strated are examples
of the e fixings.
Lin eed oil painted along welt
edges before the welt is made will
repel water and help to orevent posible cappillarity at such joint .
Bitumenou oaint on all surface of
aluminium work in contact with new
concrete will help to prevent corrosion, but if felt underlays are properly u ed thi precaution hould eldom be necessary.

DON'T
RISK
.MEN'S
LIVES
In the jnterests of public safety, the E.S.B. has
statutory authority to prohibit the erection of buildings
and structures within twenty-five yards on either side
of the E.S.B. lines. Should such building be necessary,
the Board should be given, in writing, two months
notice of such intention in order that the feasibility of
such building may be investigated.
The Board has also issued repeated warnings to
farmers and other operators of special equipment to
exercise care in the use of high machinery near E.S.B.
lines.

The ignoring of such regulations and warnings has
caused a number of accidents, and in the last five years
six of these accidents were fatal.
When work becomes necessary adjacent to E.S.B.
lines, local E.S.B. staff will, in the interests of public
safety, maJ<.~ arrangements so that the work can be
done in safety.

·------

PROTECT LIFE

STAY CLEAR OF ELECTRIC POWER LINES

Nineteen
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Mrs. 1910 KNOWS W

And she knows just where to get it. Because the hard hitting ~

Shell and BP Housewarming also tells her of the superb service (

and BP Appointed Installer's sign is prominently featured in eaC

There are hundreds of Mrs. 1970's. All looking for the Irish She

which they know means prompt efficient service. Hundreds of j

It's obviously very good business to give Mrs. 1970 what she wall

IRISH

SHELL

AND

BP

LIMITED

PLAN
Twenty
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THE ORIGINAL
OIL-FIRED cEM1
IN THE HOME

IRISH SHELL Ar-1°
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iAT SHI WANTS!
~"ertising which first sells her on the idea of installing
ffered by her local Appointed Installer. The special Shell
td.vertisement to help her remember it.

l alld BP Limited Appointed Installer's sign- the sign
l

8
•

197o's- hundreds of systems to install and service.

,I

s~ e8lME FOR
ll HEATING

p llt-t
ll"Eo • SHELL-BP HOUSE, 13-16 FLEET ST., DUBLIN 2.
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STOCKISTS AND SUPPLIERS TO THE
HEATING TRADE
ol

Trionto Boilers &
Soxe Burners
A VARIED RANGE OF OTHER HEATING APPLIANCES
ALSO IN STOCK

THOS.

HElTON &CO. LTD.

e
e

18 WESTMORELAND ST., DUBLIN
37 GEORGE'S QUAY, DUBLIN

•
For SPACE HEATING Ill
the SPACE AGE use
TURF in its modern form
Machine Turf and Peat Briquettes are modern concentrated fuels ideally
for heating large buildings, offices, factories and institutions. They
are clean fuels, safe, odourless and low in ash and clinker. They are fully
competitive in cost. They are produced within the country, are always in
unfailing supply, and are thus independent of international trade conditions
and price fluctuations.
~uited

Designers and planners of new commercial and industrial buildings are
invited to consult Bord na Mona for free technical advice on the best and
most efficient methods of turf firing.
-------:.~·~~ --

BORD N A

MON 'A

28/32 UPPER PEMBROKE STREET

DUBLIN, 2

Twenty-two
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HE/TONS OPEN CENTRAL
HEATING EXHIBITION
at the operung
SPEAKING
central heating exhibition

of t:.e
at the
Thomas Heiton & Co. Ltd., Westmorland Street, Dublin, showrooms late
last month, the Minister for Transport
and Power, Mr. Childers, stressed the
dangers of wasteful expendi.ture on
fuel.
The National Fuel Efficiency Service
had been engaged with a view to timulating greater interest in fuel efficiency. Seventy firms here were being
invited to avail of the opportunity of
a free appraisal of their heating and
power plants.

C ongrat u lated
The Minister also congratulated
Messrs. Heiton and the Irish coal
mining interests associated with the
exhibition on their enterprise in sponsoring the exhibition.
This was an
example of what could be achieved
by co-operation between the coal trade
and the Irish anthracite producers.
The Heiton exhibition will be a per-

by

A Contractor reporter

manent fixture at their Westmor land
Street address. Stocks of boilers will
be available to the trade at trade
terms and the Heiton technical staff
are available to give advice where required.
Items included in the exhibition
are: Tria nco boilers, Janitor boilers,
Suxe burners, Wellstood cookers,
Hammond Lane Industries convector
stoves, Fyffe Couplings (Ireland) Ltd.
products, Satchwell controls, Venner
time switches.
Anthracite exhibits were from Ballingarry Colliery, Rossmore Colliery,
and Castlecomer Colliery.
Bord na
Mona also exhibited.
Fibreglass insulation was another
feature of the exhibition.
Insulation materials available to
trade: "Cosywrap" and" Supawrap ";
Rigid Section Pipe Insulation; Flex-

ible Bandage for pipework. Literatu.re on full savings in central heating
are also available.
In an address before the official
opening, Mr. J. C. D. Hewat, Managing Director, Messrs. Heiton, said:
"The future of domestic heating with
solid fuel is bright, but it can be made
even brighter with the co-operation o[
all concerned-not by tiresome slanging matches, but by outdoing the
service offered by competing interests.
"All round competence and efficiency is the keynote of modern requirements. It relates to producers
and distributors alike," he said.

Compet e
Mr. J. Derham, B.E., A.M.Jnst.F.,
aid that Irish fuel can compete without .fear of competition in the domestic
central heating market.
Speaking of reserves, he said that
there were more than adequate. Production was "completely controll ed
by labour shortages and not by
deposits," he added.
"There are some points touched on
in the Minister's speech which I wish
to empha i e," said Mr. Derham.
" Firstly-the importance of the
domestic central heating market to
Jri h anthracite produ.cers. I refer, of
course, to the use of grains and peas
in the modern, gravity feed, magazine boilers which you see here. This
continued overleaf

A sectional view of the newlyopened central heating exhibition at
the Westmorland Street showrooms of
T homas Heiton & Co. Ltd.
Twenty-three
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in industrial steam plant, and in this
field the range of alternative low cost

very aware of this and have thoro·u.ghly investigated the market needs.

Draw-back
"I wou.ld like to stress that," he
sa id, " because of its spec ial characteristics, anthracite does not have the
range of use o{ other more volatile
It was a strange fact that its
fuels.
very quality is a drawback to its u e

fuels is immense."
Advantage must, therefore, be taken
of this new market by all concerned,
a nd he was certain, he added, that if
full upport were given by the trade
and public that atisfied consumers
and a strong native indu try will
re ult.

For Full Economr.:
e

Mr. J. Hussey of Thomas Ueiton and
Co. Ltd., showing some of the equipment on display to Mr. P. A. Brady,
T.D., Deputy Lord Mayor of Dublin, and
Mr. Erskine Childers, Minister for
Transport and Power.

from previous page
is a market in which Irish fuel can
compete without fear of competition.
"The proved economics and the
labour saving nature of the appliance
make for rational installations which

CENTRAL
HEATING

NEEDS

Focal point

FIBRECiLASS

Focal point of interest in the exhibition
is the Trianco boiler, which is shown in
operation and which provides hea.t and
hot water for the entire building.

e Enquiries to:-

avoid the nece sity of basing claims
for support on National grounds only.
This latter, however, cannot be completely dismis ed as the industry here
is a big employer and is also elf
supporting."
The mall grades of fuel form a
high percentage of the production.
The reasons for this could not be
covered here but it was imoortant to
stress that the lability and development of the industry could be dependent on the growth of this ' most
rational market.' The producer-; were

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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FIBREGLASS LTD.
21 Merrion Square
Dublin, 2
Telephone: 67060.
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TENDERS
Roscommon
water supply
scheme

ATRIANCO SOLID FUEL BOILER
IS THE AUTOMATIC CHOICE FOR
THE MODERN HOME

1

3

5

A Trlanco Boller Js gravity fed automatically
with small an thrac!Le from a large
integral fuel hopper perm!Lt.lng burning for up
to 72 hours without attention or refuelling.

The Trianco Boller is decllnkered in 2 seconds
by a simple lever movement. (No dust.
no loss of heat). This is a Trianco Exclusive
Feature. The clinker and ashtray onlY
requiring emptying once or twice a week.

4

The work i.ncludcs the construction of
a 50,000 gallon R.C. Servi~ Reservoir
and tho laying of the following pipes

including valves, ftttings, etc.:-

Completed tenders i.n SC'aled envelop<' , endorsed " Tender Cootrhall \Vater
Supply Scheme," will be received by
J. P. Moran, Esq., Acting Co. Secretary,
Courthouse, Roscommon, not later than
5 p.m. on Thursday, Juno 14.

The Trianco Boller gives more heat for less
fuel and burns a wider range of
fuel than any comparable boiler.

***

A Trianeo Boller will provide central

heating and constant hot water.
cleanly, economically and efficiently.

6

'

2,160 L. Ycls.
Class4"
"C" Rising
and Supply Main.
4,799 1,. Yd . 5" Class "B" Service
and Distribution Mains.
12,784 L. Yds. 3" Clas "B" Distribution Main.
1,528 L . Yds . 3" Class "B" Distribution Main
(provisionally).

A Trlanco BoJ!er Js thermostatically
controlled. You set the
thermostat, the Boiler does the test.

2

ROSCOMMON COUNTY COUNCIL·
Cootehalt Water Supply Scheme,_:_
Tenders are invited for th ' construction
of tho above scheme', in accordancC'o with
Plans, Spcciftcation and Bills of Quantities prepared by Mr. Ed. G. Pettit,
B.E., M.T.C.E.J., M.Cons.E.I.,
onsuiting Engineer, 7
outh 1\Iall, Cork,
from whom copi.cs of the contract documents can be obtained on the. payment
of a deposit of £21-0-0 (returnable).

A Trianco Beller is attractively designed in a choice
of colours and is a fine engineering product,
made to give years of trouble free operation and
backed by a first class service.

Tria nco Solid Fuel Domestic Boilers [rom 50,000 B.t.u.
capacities. Laroer Trianco Boilers up to 3 million B.t.u.
(oil/trcd) and Zmillion B.t.u. (so ltd fuel).

EXFORD COUNTY COUNCIL: St.
Senan's Hospital, Enniscorthy.W
Tenders are invited for the Steam.

L.P.TI .W. Space H eating, Tlot and Cold
\Vater SC'rvices and the supply and installation of Calorificr Room Plant at
Sl. S<'nan's Hospital, Enni.~corthy, in accordance with the Plans, Specifications
and Bills of Quantities prcpar'd by
\V[('ssrs.
icholas Mathe\\'S & Co. , Con!w!ling Enginc1crs, 42 Fit:m·illiam Place,
Dublin.
Contract documPnts may be inspect ed
at the Engineer's OfTice durina normal
offi <' hours.
Contract docurn":nts and
Bills of Qnantitirs may be obtained
from the Consulting En¢necrs on n'ceipt of a deposit of £30-0-0 (returnable).
T('ndc.rs, with separately scaled Bill
9uantities pricC'd ~nd fully t·x!t'ndl'd
1n mk, on the proocnlx·tl forms. hould
be submitted in a scalrd <' nvclonc enclors<'d "T<'nde·r for Mt·chanical ServicL-s, St. Senan's Hospital. Enni..scm·thy," and addressed to th<' Chief
Hospital, EnnisClerk, St.
corthy,
o. \V ·xford and must be
lodged with him not later than 4 p.m.
on June 14.
~>f

For further details write or phone
our T RIA NCO agents in Eire:
li E TOVENT UPPLYCO.
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NEW PIPE
COMPANY
REGISTERED
CEMENT PIPES LIMITED is a
new comoany registered with a nomin a l caoital of £750,000.
Thi is
divide£ 500,000 "A" a nd 250,000
"B" Ordin a ry shares of £I.
The company will manufacture
primarily for export.
Principa l objects of the new company a re to carry
on the business of ma nufacturers and
merchants of a nd wholesale a nd reta il dea lers in , importers and exporters of all types of pipes, a daptor ,
a uxiliaries therefor, foils, floor and
wall covering, plumbing m ateria ls an d
o on.
The fir st directors ha ve been given
as: Otto Anker Lund, 1 Boyn e Ave.,
Boyne Roa d, Droghed a, Co. Louth ;
Axel Gunnar Larsen, Selandia, Newtown Pa rk Ave., Bl ack rock , Co. Dublin ; John Leyden, 141 Stillorgan Rd .,
Dublin ; James Asher Mackmtosh,
Scravels
Broomfield,
C helm sford,
Essex; 'Ken neth Neve, Wall's Pit
Hou e Streeton, Nr. Warrington;
James' Patrick
McCormick,
The
Manor Farm, Tytherington, Nr. Macclesfield.

Agent appointed
THE Silent Ba llcock Co. Ltd. (Scotla nd) , so le ma nufacturers of the Craig
ballvalve for W cisterns a nd storage
tanks, an nounce the appoi ntm ent of
the Trish Equipment
ompany Ltd.,
Ballymount Road, Walkin town, Dublin , as th eir agents.

New circulator
from S.M.C.
RECENTLY released for produ.ction from their research and development section, ealed Motor onstruction Co. Ltd., h ave circulated advanced information of a new , mallbore circulator-called the " RAD
66" (patent pending).
This pump i

very compact, mea .-
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TRADE
TOPICS
weighing only 13\bs., a nd so shaped
that it can be installed right at floor
level or in corners.
Particular attent ion has been paid
to the bearing arrangement and lubrication- balance-a nd internal finish.
based on months of research a nd
years of practical experience.
Construction is of close gra in cast
iron, all internal surfaces bei~g double
coated with a high temperature staving enamel to give protection aga in st
corrosion, etc.
Incorporated as standard, is an
easy to adjust Ou tput R egul ator, giving a wide variation range to meet the
demand of a ll dome tic installations
up to 85,000 B.T.U.'s.
The new motor h as increased starting torque over the present " Radpump," yet till only cons ume 75-85
watts.
Productio n, it is stated, will begin
Sealed Motor Con !ruction
in July.
Compa ny Products arc avai lable from
British Steam Specialties Ltd ., 33 Leeso n P ark, Dublin .

on

pump

by Danfoss
A COMPA T oil pump type R .S.
is a one-stage pump for high pre ure
oil burners which "Dan foss," the
D anish manufacturer of automatic
co ntrol s and equipment is marketing
under the design at ion " RS ."
Tt repre ents a development a nd improvement of the well -k nown Danfoss oil
pump type, " HP 5."
The change in design in the first
place apl.)lies to th e gear-wheel pump
which through the introduction of
trochoidal toothing, has added to the
abi lity of the oil pump to meet the
specific demands that may be made
on a modern high pressu.re pump.
The Trish reorcscntativcs for Danfoss, of Nordborg, Denmark, are J.
J. Samp on & on Ltd., 12a Wexford
St., Dublin,

Shown here is the Stachwcll BMT
automatic controller for small pipe
central heating systems. This unit
provides automatic temperature control of small central heating systems
without interfering with the domestic
hot water supply from the amc
boiler.
It has been developed for usc with
smaU pipe systems where an electric
pump is used to circulate the hot
water through the radiators or other
heating surfaces. The unit incorporates a temperature sensitive phial,
connected to the valve by capillary
tubing, which controls )the mixing
action of 1he valve.
In response to
the phial- installed outside the building- the BMT mixing valve prevents
temperature changes inside before they
can occur.
Details from: R. E. Ayre , Esq.,
Manager for Ireland, " Gra~ toke,"
NashviJie Road, Howth.

Last month
lN TH survey of Pumps, irc ul ators and Mixing Valve which appeared in our April i sue, it wa stated
that Me sr .. Rutledge & Thomp ·on
Ltd. were in a posit ion to upply the
" Home" Range of water pu.mps.
We now understand, however, that
these pump, arc in fact no longer
avail able.
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TRADE

FROM THE NORTH OF IRELAND BY OUR
CORRESPONDENT WILLIAM A. MCMASTER

TOPICS

REA liNG WORK ENQUIRIES
INDICATE BOOM IN TRADE
THE VOLUME of enquiries for
heating work being currently
issued by consultants and public
authoritie in the North of Jreland
must be running at record proportion .
Some of these enquiries re late to
major installations and it is clear that,
so far as this year is concerned at any
rate, there is little point in talking
about " the heating
eason "-and
certainly little sign of a clo e season
for heating.
Even in the field of dome tic heating enquiries are running at a high
level.
The dome tic market i being encouraged by frequent publicity emanating from the Coal Utilisation ouncil, the oil companie , gas and electric
authoritie .
All are pre sing the
cla ims for their particu lar form of
space-heating-and the trade is being
kept bu y an wering enquiries as a
re ult of this publicity.

Pointing out that the gas undertakings had seen coal rise in price from
24/9 per ton in 1939 to its present
price of 139/- per 1on, Mr. Campbell
said that undertak ings in the Repub lic
had, at least, the choice of buyin g
coal from Britain, the Continent or
even .the United States, whereas the
Northern Ireland undertakings had to
take what they considered to be the
"left-over " from the Nationa l Coal
Board and at a price per ton m uch
greater than in the Republic.

Dark hint
Mr. Campbell gave a dark hint that
Northern undertakings were considering taking upp lie from "a feedstock
other than coal."
Thinking of the
growing tendency to con ider oil as a
fuel, Mr. Campbell said that Belfast,
after 40 years, had come to the parting of the way . He made a reference to the fact that Cork was avail-

Provision
]t is intere ling to note the growing
number of new e tales in Ul ter in
which a feature of the house or bungalow. on offer is the provi ion, at
time of con !ruction, of a complete
central-heating y tern. At the time
o( writing it would be difficult to say
which heating medium oil, coal, gas,
etc. i leading, but solid fuel intere. ts
received omething or a body blow in
the recent announcement of dearer
coal price in Northern Ireland.

oa t prices, of cours~, an·ect such
other medium as gas and electricity
(except where oil-fired installations are
employed).
!early there is little hope
of relief from the new charges and
some concern over this matter was
expressed at the annual meetin£ of the
Irish
as A sociation in Belfast on
May 2 by Mr. W. A. C ampbeli (Belfast
orporation Gas Department)
when giving his pre ·idential addre s.
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ing itself of alternative feedstocks from
the nearby oil refinery and suggested
that Be lfast would follow su.it when
the new oil refinery, at present on the
drawing board, came into production.
Messrs. Wm. H. Leech & Son,
Belfast, who handle the products of
Ryaland Pumps Ltd. in Ireland, are
extremely gratified at the reception
which has been accorded the new
glandless accelerator-the "Ryflow."
Messrs. Leech report that although
marketing
arrangements
for
the
"Ryflow" were concluded as recently
as March last, more than 500 of these
units have a lready been sold.
The " Ryflow " accelerator has the
advantage of bei ng a simple adjustable
unit capable of carrying out all the
duties in the sma ll-bore range.
Heads obtainable are from I ft. to
9ft. and o utputs range from I I gallons to 17i ga ll on, which covers the
small-bore range.

New Belfast plumbing coy.
T~E

formation of a new Belfast
heating and plumbing concern has
been announced. The firm, Willis
Heating and Plumbing Limited, have
their registered office at 32-34 Dublin
Road, Belfa I.
Nominal capital is £ I0,000 (£I
hares).
Name and de cription of subscribers to Memorandum and Articles
of A sociation (subscribers of one

TENDEHS
(Add itional )

rS,

COMHAIRLE CHONTATE ATHA
CLIATH.
N rth Dublin Regional Water Supply
Scheme--(Contract N . 4).
E DEHS arc invited for Uw laying
of 10,800 lin. yards approximat~ ly

T

share each): John Arthur Willis,
master plumber, 2 Glenshane Park
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim; George'
Herbert Leitch, Junior, solicitor, 32
h ichester Street, Bel fa t.
Names of First Directors: John
Arthu,r Willis and Patricia Anna Margaret Willis, both of 2 Glenshan~
Park, Newtownabbey; John Gillespie
McCau land, 26 Dhu-Yarren Crescent.
Be lfa t.

of 27" s it·('] piJ.l"S from L eixlip to B a ll vcoolan Ht·s('rvoir in acco rdancc' with
spr c;licatio n obtainable from Mc·ssrs. N.
0' Dwy l' r. Son & P a iin
r r , g Co nsultin
Engin(' l'
6 Burlington H oa d, , t, ubl'n
on pay m en l of de pcsit o f £10-10-0
(returnabl e ).
Lateot t ime for receipt
of compil'll'd lt·nd r rs r nc!C>s ·d in o fT:cial
ois providc•
nt· v c·' pr
cl
12 noo n on J un c·
14.
14/ 6/1962
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In conjunction with this special

survey on pipes, tubes,

Plastic tubes
poLYTHENE tubes have been extensively used where corro ive
soil conditions prohibit metal pipelines except in frequent and costly replacement. The corrosion resistant
properties of the plastic tubes is one
of their well-known and valued properties but its mechanical strength is
relatively low.

Although extensively used for cold
water services, the thermo plastic poly.thenes and P.V.C.'s cannot be used
for sustained hot water flows at pressure.
Consequently two different
materials become necessary for hot
and cold water services and this does
sometimes constitute a drawback to
its more general usage in domestic
services.

Plastic Tubes for Soil and Waste
Pipcwork are, however, a decided and
growing trend.
Manufacturers really
have gone to town to develop sound
practical types of joints and fittings,
many of which are just now coming
on to the market.
Most commendably, the majority of
this development work has been entrusted to specialists who have "grad'uated" from the plumbing ranks.
As a result we are enjoying the spectacle and use of new joints devised
by plumbers for plumbers.
Thermal exoansion is a property
possessed of -all plumbing materials
but the plastic materials have a much
higher co-efficient of expansion than
the olumber's metals. This has been
som~thing of a problem with plastic
pipe installations, particularly with the
less rigid polythenes which are best
supported horizontally on layboards.
The rigid P-Y.C.'s on the other hand
are more adaotable to some form of
expansion jointing method.
This,
then, is the trend with many of the
newer soil oioe joints. Often a socket
formation- accepts the pigot end of
the upper pipelength and a neoorene
ring rolled on to the spigot is compressed between the exterior spigot
walt and the interior socket wall to
provide an air and water tight joint.
It also orovided vertical movement
to accom~odate thermal movement of
the pipe as alternate hot and cold

continued next column
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joints and

fittings, we review products from the
leading manufacturers' ranges.

INTEGRON
SURFACE
TUBING
" JNTEGRON " and other types of
extended surface tubing in ferrous
metals are made by the Extended
Su.rface Tube Co. Ltd., which was
recently formed by Stewarts & Lloyds
Ltd., and the Imperial Chemical Jndustries Ltd.

Ferrous "Integron," particularly
suitable for operation at very high
temperatures, is avai lable in both
High-fin and Low-fin forms. The fac.tors determining which is the most
appropriate for any given duty are
much the same as for non-ferrous
"Integron."
The manufacturing process, during
which fins are extruded from the tube
discharges pass through it. Care to
ensure a small gap between spieot end
and shou lder bottom of socket for this
expansion will be a clear need.

Prefabricated

THE day

has arrived when a complete so ilpipe assemb ly for a twostorey dwelling can be prefabricated
in the workshop, or as easily on site,
and lifted into place by one man.
Truly a change from ome of the
back breaking lugging of massive ca t
iron oioes as in our earlier day .
Th~ ~anitary pipework in th~ Shell
Centre buildings on the South Bank
at London are all in Polythene. The
joints are by the Folkards Ltd.
"Polyfus ion " method.
This well
tried joint technique for polythene
wastes and soi l pipe really i a simply made yet very sound joint.
When it is remembered that this
remarkable building will accommodate
6,000 people when complete, that most
of the building is ten storeys high and
that the talt block is twenty-seven
storeys high, one comes to realise the
faith that the designers have in these
plastic tubes.

wail by rotary cold forming, is ba ically the same as that u ed for nonferrous "Jntegron," and confers the
same technical advantages, including
an automatic inspection of the entire
tube surface.
In Dublin: Stewarts & Lloyds of
Ireland Ltd., East Wall Road.

* **

JAMES H. LAMONT &CO. LTD.,
Gylemuir Works, Edinburgh, are the
patentees and manufacturers of the
"s~curex" Compress:on Fitting for
copper tubes which are widely specified for domestic hot and cold water
supplies and for steam heating .
" Securex" fittings conform to
B.S.864-type B-and are manufactured for use with copper tubes to
B-S. 659 and B.S. 1386 for underground use.
The Company's official stockists in
Northern Ireland are Messrs. Potter,
Cowan & Co. (Belfast) Ltd., Great
Patrick St., Belfast.

* **

A complete range of asbestoscement flue pipes and fittings arc
manufadurcd by Turners Asbestos
Cement Co. Ltd-, Trafford Park,
Manchester.
The agents in Ireland
arc Asbestos Cement Ltd., 19 Lower
Pembroke St., Dublin.

TRAPEZE joints on a ll units permit imple and rapid site installation
and in conjunction with "Trapeze"
couplers provide an economica l, rapid
and efficient method of as embly.
Manufactured by Bendz, the range
includes four fittings introduced for
use on waste runs. Made in It" and
I
bore sizes only, they provide an
inexpen ive, simple and rapid means
for connecting up BSS 659 copper
tube and are id~atly suited for mo t
sanitation requirements.
Informative literature is available
from the manufacturers at Lister
Street, Birmingham 7.

r·

***

AMONG THE range of Conex
fittings for polythene tube i the new
"Potydaptor" which test have proved
make an extremely simple joint which
wilt resist even greater pre ure or
pull than the actual polythene tube
itself.

conrinued page thirty-one
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ICT. NOWDND DISCOVER
HOW LITTLE
IT COSTS!
Aquadare Automatic Pumps are fully automatic and give
water more pressure at all outlets. No attention or
lubrication required. Satisfaction guaranteed. Hydrodare
Polythene tubing is manufactured to B.S. 1972/ 1953 and
is thus approved for all Grant-aided water schemes.

IQUIDIRE PUMPS
HYDRODIRE TUBING
Low density Polythene.

88.1972/ 1953.

500ft. coils.

HYDRODARE H.D. Classes B, C, & D.
High density Polythene.

88.3284/ 1961.

500ft. coils.

UNIDARE HARD P.V.C. PIPE
Classes B, C, & D.
Dept. Local Gov. prov. Spec. June '58. 2" to 6".

---------------------~
Without obligation. please send me illustrated Brochure/Price
Lists on Aquadare Pumps , Hydrodare Tubing .

[)POST

NAME
ADDRESS .

THIS COUPON
TO-DAYDublin, 1962
Published by ARROW@TU

UNIDARE LIMITED, FINGLAS, DUBLIN 11
Telephone 71801 ( 13 lines)
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The SANBRA-CONEX (lRELAND) LTD. range i
designed to meet your requirements for all plumbing
services in copper or pla tic tubes, above and below
ground. It includes Pillarcocks, Bibcocks, Wastes,
Plugcocks, etc. and CONEX Compression Joints and
Fittings, Valves, Stopcocks, and Drawn Copper Trap .
SANBRA-CONEX products are approved by the
leading Architects, Surveyors, Plumbers, Contractors.
Government Departments, Municipal Authorities and
Water Works throughout Ireland.
For speedy,
economical, better plumbing, you can always depend
on SANBRA-CONEX products.

290 Trap
12x Tee-Piece

171x Combined Fitting

*VERY PROMPT DELIVERIES
~ATTRACTIVE PRICES

5301 EC. Pillarcock

HOT BRASS PRESSINGS
SPECIFICATION
TO
POLISHING
& CHROME PLATING CAPACITY
53x Stopcock

5302 Blbcock

oso Lavatory waste

1650 Valve

SANBRA-CONEX
SANTRY
ORELAND ) LIMITED,
Telephone: Dubl!n 373637.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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FREE ! Write TO-DAY for your free copy of our
FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

AVENUE, SANTRY, CO. DUBLIN
Telegrams: SANCO, DUBLIN .
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The Polydaptor replaces the tandard Conex ring and performs .two
functions- firstly it entirely removes
the necessity of any heating or expansion of the tube; and secondly, it
has been so designed that the Conex
p .H.l insert is now suitable for either
normal or heavy gauge polythene
tubes.
The manufacturers: Sanbra-Conex
(Ireland) Ltd., Santry Avenue, Santry, Co. Dublin.

***

Forged steel, and stainless steel
flanges malleable tu.be fittings, stainless st~el tub nipples, fabricated pipework in steel, stainle s steel and copper, are numbered in the range of
Kirk & Co. (Tube ) Ltd., Paradise
St., London. The Iri h agents: D. P.
Engert & Co., 5 Ardee Road , Rath mine . Dublin .

***

THE "KING LEY " Senior fitting
for Copper Tube 2t'' and over, oO'ers
the following advantages: The metal
to metal seating i completely effective, ensuring rigid and trouble free
installations.
rrees, Q'ends, etc., •are made in
Copper, thus giving the smooth bores,
strength and lightness. The flanges
are instructed of bra s a nd not iron.

e

Laying of Hydrodare
polythene !tubing by
mole drainer.

Shown here is the laying of Hydrodare
Polythene Tubing by mole drainer.
This tubing, a Unidare Ltd. product,
was first manufactured in Ireland in
in Mar ch, 1953. In 1959 Unidare Hard
P.V.C. pipes were introduced.
The following year Unidare were first
on the market with High Density
Polythene Pipes to the new B.S. 3284 :

ti onal low density "Hydrodare" Tubing,
both in appearance and in coil lengths.
It is, however, available in Classes 'B ',
'C' and 'D' and in sizes from 1'' to 2"
nominal bore.
In 1961 also, Unidare introduced the
"Terrain" range of Rainwater System
s
and Soil and Waste S ystems, employing
P.V.C. extrusions and fittings.
1961.
A subsidiary Works, Unidare EngineerKnown as Hydrodare H.D. this tubing ing Ltd., manufactures similar items at
is similar in many aspects to conven- Portadown.

The Kingley Senior is from the range
of the Kings Langley Engineering
Company Ltd ., Kings Langley, Herts .

elude ferrules, stopcocks, connectors,
tees and adaptors. They are produced
in hot stamped delta metal and cast

***

continued overleaf

TALBOT fitting for Polythene in-

Polythene Tubing
for Cold Water
Services
MA UFA TURED TO BRITISH
STA DARD SPECIFICATION 1972

By-

O'BRIEN PLASTICS LTD.
BI HOP TOWN, CORK

TRADE

NQUIRI

INVITED.

Phone 41834.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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gun metal to suit individual requirements.
lhe fittings are manufactu.red by F.
W. Talbot & Co., Pitt, Winchester,
Hants, and lull details ot the1r range
are available lrom their Insh agents:
S. W. Carty & Son, 12 Lower Mount
St., Dublin, 2.
F.F. joints are made b) Federated
Foundries Ltd.
They can be cast in
four standard positions and are made
to suit the standard sizes of copper,
lead, mild steel, and polythene tube
Head olttce: Hawwaste branches.
thorn St., Glasgow.
A. H. MASSER LTD., Enginee1 s
and Merchants, Annesley Works, East
Wall Road, Dublin, are the agents in
lreland for the Vutcathene range of
laboratory waste drainage p1pes and
iitungs manufactured by J. S. & F.
Folkard Ltd., Capitol Hou e, The
Broadway, Mill H1ll, Lonoon, N.W.7.
"Vulcathene" represents a system
of plumbing equipment covering pipes
and pipe fittings, valves and vessels for
the use of containing, conveying, or
otherwise controlling the flow of
liqu.id, and especially those liquids of
a corrosive nature.
The material is tough and horn-like
and can normally be considered as
quite unbreakable.
It is resistant to most strong acids
and all alkalis, and waters considered
corrosive to metals, and even waters
causing solvency to lead do not affect
it. At 20 degrees C., it is practically
insoluble in organic solvents.

***

"KONTITE" fittings supplied for
use with all polythene tubes are sent
out with bodies and nuts in gunmetal,
which alloy is corrosion resisting, and
particularly suitable for use underground and where water and soil conditions are liable to cause dezincification of fitting made from hot
brass pressings.
The copper p1pes are serrated in
bore to enable a firm and elTective
joint to be made without damaging
the polythene tubes. The liner used
in the end of the tube on which the
joint is to be made prevents collapse
of the tube wall when tightening takes
place. It is practically impossible to
overtighten one of these joints.
The manufacturers are Kay & o.
(Engineers) Ltd., Bolton Brassworks,
Blackhorse St., Bolton.
In J reland: Stewarts & Lloyds of
Ireland Ltd., East Wall Road, Dublin.
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THE BROWNALL bronze weldable
copper tube fittings are made from a
h1gn percentage copper content brazing metal alloy which facilitates brazing and bronze welding, while at the
same time ensuring a corrosion resistant installation free from any tendency to dezincify.
From Donald Brown (Brownall)
Ltd., Lower Moss Lane, Chester Rd.,
Manchester.

***

TEMPLE FIBRE conduits are
manufactured from cellulose, and
asbestos fibres, and impregnated with
a special pitch to ensure an impervious material that i ideal for the
protection of cables
everywhere.
They are suitable to carry all types
of cable, including plastic, lead or
armoured.
Normally supplied in 8-ft. length
with either spigot and socket, or sleeve
joints, and with either heavy or light
wall thickness, the heavy wall material is manufactured to be laid direct
into the ground withou.t any concrete
upport, provided a few simple requirements are ensured.
Heavy wall conduit types are manufactured for drain and sewer pipe.
The light wall conduit is for use
only with concrete surround.
They
are made by Temple Tube Ltd.,
Hampshire, and the agent in Ireland
i Victor H. Campbell, II University
Road, Belfast.

Simplex Cam Clamps are high
quality galvanised castings for connecting tubes together.
There are
Th<!
nearly 100 pat{erns in stock.
Cam Clamps are manufactured by
Simplex (of Ireland) Ltd., lnchicore,
Dublin.
THE TYTON Joint spun iron pressure pip~ is available in diameters 3'"
upwards, conforming to British Standard 1211 for water, sewage and industrial mains. In addition 2" Tyton
Joint spun iron pipes can be supplied.
Hydrostatic ore sures uo to 5 000
lb ./square inch-with oioes in the .: inlin:!" position, and - up to 3,500
lb./square inch with the IJioes deflected 5 per cent., hav~ bee~1 -succe fully retained.
The manufacturer are Stanton &
Staveley Ltd., near Nottingham.

*

* *

THE "HAN UTE" compression
joint has been introduced to meet the
demand for a fitting lighter in weight
than the standard "Hanlo" and
"Gunmetal" range.
"Hanlite" fittings are supplied in ~", f', and I"
size . The types of fittings available
cover those in normal demand for
housing scheme work.
"Hanlite" fittings are suoolied in
hot oressed brass form, with- deeo extern;! chamfer nu.ts. Available -from
Lovell & Han on Ltd., Oldbury Rd.,
Greets Green, West Bromwich, StalTs.
continued page thirty-four
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W.I.C.U. tubing prevents cooling
of hot water, affords protection
against rust and pipe corrosion
and is decorative for external

L. R. WOOD
174 PEARSE ST., DUBLIN.

in ulation.

1"

size ex-stock from

Leaflets and Technical advice freely
available.
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PIPES and FITTINGS
-for_ sT_E_A M- HOT & coLD WATER- CHEMICALS

PIPES:

Mild Steel

PVC

Polythene

FITTINGS:

Mild Steel
Copper

MaiJeable Iron
PVC
-

Gunmetal
Polythene

1

Large stocks available of all types
STOCKISTS OF: -

DURAPIPE
WAVIN

(
( Pipes and fittings

.. PHONE DUBLIN 66961 for immediate supplies

THE BRITISH STEAM
33 LEESON PARK

SPECIALTIES LTD.
DUBLIN 6

also at 98 Lisburn Road, Belfast, 9. Telephone: 28608.
'~·---

-------

------

We chose Wavin PVC ...
AT CASTLEFORBES WORKS
Castleforbes Works had a problem! A highly corrosive
chemical, used in their modern manufacturing process
in Dublin made very short work of conventional pipes.
This could mean frequent renewal of the pipe-lines,
with consequent loss of production and the risk of
dangerous bursts- but they chose Wavin PVC because
Wavin PVC Pipes are immune to chemical attack. They
are also inexpensive and easy to instal, with a complete
range of PVC fittings. And they solved their problem
efficiently and cheaply.
If you have a problem in pipework, why not consult
Wavin-the pioneers of PVC in Ireland.

ClAN PARK, DRUMCONDRA, DUBLIN 9
Telephone: 48000 or 373614/6
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THE RANGE of Hard PVC pipes
from Wavin Pipes Ltd. is, of course,

e

already well-known.

n

is interesting to note, however, that
quantities of Wavin Hard
PVC pipes, which have already been
manufactured and sold in Ireland and
abroad have been made to the provisional specification issued in 1957 by the
Department of Local Government. This WICU Thermo tubing (pictured
here) is being stocked in Dublin
specification sets down not only the
sizes and dimensions of pipes but also by L. R . Wood , Wholesale Distributhe tests to be carried out by the manu- tors, Pearse St. A heat insulated
facturer to ensure a satisfactory pipe, copper tube with air-ventilated PVC
which will be suitable for use for the jacket, it is marketed in Britain by
conveying of potable water under pres- Anglo-Nordic Burner Products Ltd.,
for the manufacturers, Hackethal,
sure. The specification covers a range
Draht and Kabel, Werke Aktiengesof pipes of nominal sizes from il" to 6" eiJschaft, of Hanover.
and suitable for working pressures
Wicu features double insulation proequivalent to 200, 300 and 400 ft. head vided by .the interior ribbed construcor water-87, 130 and 173 pounds per tion of the ivory p.v.c. sheath. Point
square inch.
contact between the sleeve and the

tne large

P.V.C. sheath provides
double insulation

FOLKARD AT
SHELL CENTRE

Cold-Water Serviccs.-The "Yulcathene" ystcm was also used extensively for cold-water service and
liquid soap upply lines.
Aooroximately 13,000 ft. of pipe and 21.000
mouldings were sup9lied in size from
i to 2 ins . for these purposes. Irish
Agents: A. H. Mas er Limited.

A TOTAL of 59,000 ft. of plastic
pipe and over 89,000 plastic mouldings have been supplied for waste
drainage and cold-water sy terns in
Shell Centre (the Shell International
Petroleum Co.'s new building on the
outh Bank , London) by J. S. & F.
Folkard Ltd., a ub idiary of Allied
I ron Fou.nders Ltd.

We have been advised that signed
copies of Mr. Townsend's book,
PLUMBING, FIR T YEAR, are available from Messrs. Veal, 60 Cowley Road,
Oxford, England, upon remittance of
17 / Od. (post free). This book, now being
serialised in the Contractor, was reviewed last month ·

in brief . ..

The pip~s and fittings supplied arc
of the "Vu lcathcne " heavy-duty type
originally developed for corrosive
waste drainage, particularly in laboratory and industrial installations.
Waste Drainage for Shell Centre.The length of pipe u ed for waste
drainage totals 46,000 ft.
Some
68,000 "Yulcathcne" mou.ldings were
supplied for wa te oioe fittinPs and
ancillary equipment -f~r wash- rooms
and for sanitation in sizes from ll to
6 ins. This figure also includes nearly
all the fittings for the vertical r.v.c.
stacks.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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Wicu Thermo tubing
which features double
insulation.

copper tube create a till free air
pace throughout the length of tubing.
Thus .the tube is shielded from ambient temperature by the sealed air
cushion and a P.Y.C . kin of approximately f' thickness (varying with pipe
diameters).
The P.V.C. jacket, being chemically
inert and non-inflammable, has a high
corrosion resistance and can therefore be buried witho·u,t protection in
cement, concrete, pia ter and directly
into the ground.

Factory visit
A PARTY from the Imperial Defence
College recently visited Davidson & Co.,
Ltd., Sirocco Engineering Works, Belfast, during their visit to the North of
Ireland as part of a study tour.
The party of twelve members were
received at the Sirocco Works by Mr.
D. R. S. Turner, Managing Director;
Mr. T. B. Collins, Design Director; Mr.
S. 0. Hicks, Works Director; and Mr. R.
c. Brown, Technical Director, and
accompanied on a tour of the works.

e

To coincide with the launch to thl'
general public of their new 'Mira'
shower mixing tap, Walker
roswcller
& Co., Ltd., of Cheltenham, hav introduced this attractiv
and practical
point-of-sale ' howcard. Produced on
ext ra.-sti IT material, th
howcard docs
not require any indcpcnd nt fixing.
Irish agent is Modern Plant Limit d,
'rumlin Road, Dublin.
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'TRAPEZE'
With the "Trapeze" it is necessary
only to wet and push into joint.
Ideal for connecting up in restricted
and ilwccessible positions. It never
leaks. Tested to pressure of 600 lbs.
per square inch.

\HH';i' ' ,U
/,!/ ' .:il/ll//l!il
.!l
l/ ii

F:: '

i

1

1 /1/ i /i/ !i/~

Solid drawn copper tubular traps are avail.
able in lA " and lf' sizes, 'P', 'S', or 'Q'
pattern with or without inspection eyes,
with If' or 3" seals, and with outlets
suitable for connecting to copper, lead iron
and plastic piping.
Advantazes are:-

~~~// /i/ ,·1 · ii:'!iW'·iiiii//////////////////
/
, .,- ,;;,:,,,,,,·.,:.

1
.,

•
•
•
•
•

Full Bore
Never Corrode
Never Choke
Non-porous
Cheapest in ultimate cost.

COPP ER COUPLERS
Patent "TRAPEZE" (Regd.) Patent Nos.
757884, 757888 and others.
Illustrated are the four fittings introduced
for use on waste runs. Made in lJ" and
1~ " bore siz·es only, they provide an inexpensive, simple and rapid means for
connecting up BSS 659 copper tube and
are ideally suitable for most sanitation
requirements.

Agent for Nor/hem Ireland and Eire:
MR. F. E. TODD, Office No. 11, 32 Ann Sl., Be~fast. Telephone No. 31874.

/l ead Office:
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trcct, Birmingham, 7.

Tel phone No. A Ton Cro s 3771-2-3.
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From page eight John G. Bolton on

Copper pipeline
welding

The welding of copper was, for a
long period, a very difficult process
due to the fact that it readily absorbed oxygen from the air on being
heated to any extent. Thi was not
necessarily harmful in itself, but when
the heating was continued so as to
bring the metal to a welding temperature, a reaction sometimes occurred between the cu.prous oxide in
the copper and the reducing gases in
the welding flame so that cracks and
porosity developed in the finished weld
giving a gassed or pinholed appearance. Tt is essential, therefore, that
oxygen be prevented from entering
the joint during the welding process.

Deoxidised copper

TO

overcome this difficulty a type
of copper tube known as deoxidi ed is used for pipelines where
copper welding is pecified.
The
difference between this and ordinary
copper tube is that in the final stages
oB production a sma ll quantity of
phosphorous or other deoxidising
agent is added to the molten metal.
This unites with the oxygen in the
copper and forms an oxide which
evaporates or volatises, so leaving the
copper oxygen free.
Whilst mo t of
the phosphorous disappear in this
process, a residue is still left in the
nietal and acts as an oxygen remover during welding.
Thi makes
it possible to produce ati factory
welds on coooer, but remember, the
tube mu.st -aiways be pecified as
"deox idised" or trouble will arise.
The welding rods for deoxidised
copper must also be of a soecial kind,
and are generally of a- Phosphor
Copper composition, with the addition of deoxidising elements to remove any oxygen orcsent in the weld
metal during the ~elding oocration.

Fluxes
WIDLE it is possible to weld ~mall
pipe joints, etc., without the usc
of a flux, it u ually results in a more
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss2/1
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satisfactory job if one is provided.
The main purpose of the flux is to
dissolve surface oxide and protect the
molten metal from impurities, etc.
A borax based flux is the most satisfactory, and at present on the market
are several proprietary fluxes composed on this basis, but with the
addition of compou.nds to increase the
solvent powers of the Jlux.

Flame
adjustment
fOR

the welding of copper .an
absolutely neutral flame is necessary. The adjustment of the blowpipe to achieve this wa explained in
previous articles, so it will be sufficient to mention that if excess oxygen
is permitted in the flame a very brittle
unsatisfactory weld will result.
Jf,
on the other hand, an excess of acetylene should occur, it will be even
more disastrou as then the resultant
weld wi ll become porous, with perhap the formation of cavities.

Jointing methods
fOR

simple joints on thin sheets
and pipes the edges of the copper
can be turned up to form a flange
about }" in height, or about twice the
gauge of the material to be welded.
The edges of the sheet or pipe are
then butted together and the flanges
are melted do~n by the blowpipe
without there being any necessity for
the addition of a filler rod.
On thicker walled pipes the ends
are usually butted together so as to
leave a small gap between them equal
The
in size to the wall thickness.
joint is then welded in the u ual manner with the addition of a filler rod.
For branch joints the copper can be
tafted up as in Fig. 1, and the joint
made as indicated, or alternatively
the branch pipe can be saddled.
When welding, it must not be forgotten that copper is an excellent
conductor of heat, so that it will be
necessary to fit a laruer size blowpice nozzle than would be the case
with the equivalent size of mild steel
pipe. Again, keep the ga pressures as
low as practicable so that a soft name

produced without any tendency to
blow away the weld metal.
The usual procedt.Lre when commencing to weld is to pre-heat both
sides of the joint thoroughly. H the
pipe is of a large diameter or thick
walled, it may be necessary to use two
blowpipes to achieve satisfactory preheating, and another helpful point i
to block off, if possible, one end of
the pipeline and o prevent cold air
blowing through it.

Temperature
WHEN welding temperature is
reached, the joint is tack welded
in two or three olace
to hold it
firmly and in Jine.We now start to weld, commencing
from one of the tacks and continuing around the pipe in a series of
waves made by fusing the pipe ends
together with the addition of a filler
rod.
On small pipes, the melting down
of the preformed flange will provide a ufficient body of material to
make a satisfactory weld without the
need for a filler rod. The finished
joint should be about ~" in width and
pre ent a neat wave-like surface withou.t any pinholes or burnt (gas ed)
appearance.
H the pipe can be rotated during
welding, it wil l make the operation
much ea ier a
the downhanded
method can then be used.
Where
joints must be made in po ilion, the
spigot and socket method will make
the operation much easier, a the
socket edge provides a base for the
depo ilion of the metal from the filler
rod.
Tt may be necessary to anneal the
pipe edge when belling out the socket.

Weld treatment
JT IS

ometimes specified that immediately welding is finished, the
joint should ·be lightly hammered to
harden and strengthen the weld metal
and prevent excessive grain formation in the copper.
Thi is often impossible to do on
pioc-line joints without dama~ing the
tube, but its omission need not cause
any worry, especially where deoxidised copper is used, as the benefits to
be £ained are considered by many
expert to be of doubtful value.
Tn ou.r next issue, it is intended to
deal with the bronze-welding of copper, a subject of the utmost importance to the plumbing and heatinr, industry.
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WELDED STEEL

TANKS
FOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AT
DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL

•
•
••
•

INSTALLATIONS .

•

ALL CAPACITIES
B.S.S. & A.P.I. SPECIFICATIONS

•
Write for our illustrated "Standard Tanks" Folder.

Sales Company for

UNIVER SAL
FABRICATORS
(Dublin) Ltd.

CART H0RN

LTO

·

Commercoal Butldtngs
Dame Street, Dubhn

Tel. 7J47S

Northern Ireland: W. D. Craig & Co., 32 Arthur Street, Belfast.

HANRATTY
BROS.,
84, Palmerston Road,
Rathmines, Dublin

COPPER ROOFING
SPECIALISTS
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PLUMBING
HEATING
AND
VENTILATING
ENGINEERS
*

J

Telephone 92355
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Fordham Plastic Cisterns have all you look for!
Fordham Plastic Cisterns are designed on smart compact lines to
occupy the minimum space. They are non-corroding, lightweight,
silent in operation, and fitted with all-plastic mechanism for lifetime service. Available in white, black, as well as the range of
Standard B.S.S. Bath Colours, to match any scheme of decoration.
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For High Level,speci
fy
the 'VOLTA'; for

40

Low Level, the 'ETERNA'

For full details write to:- FORDHAM PRESSINGS LTO., DUDLEY

ROAD, WOLVERHAMPTON

Tel : Wolverhamplon 23861 /2

